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Motivation

➢ Malicious black-box Face recognition (FR) systems pose a
serious threat to personal security/privacy in digital world.

➢ Governmental and private entities can use FR systems to
track user activities by scraping face images from social
media platforms.

➢ With billions of people using social media, there is an urgent
demand for effective privacy preservation methods.



Limitations of Existing Works

➢ Recent noise-constrained adversarial attacks to conceal user identity
results in artefacts. Similarly, patch-based privacy approaches provide
low privacy protection and their large visible pattern compromises
naturalness.

➢ The closely related AMT-GAN needs a reference image for makeup
style definition, which could affect practicality.

➢ Most methods focus on impersonating target identities, whereas the
desired privacy objective is dodging.



Goals

➢ To propose a method that i) outputs naturalistic face images,
ii) preserves the human perceived identity of user face, iii)
ensures high privacy against black-box FR models, iv) offers
user-friendliness, and v) provides protection in both
impersonation and dodging scenarios.



Contributions

➢ A two-step approach to find adversarial latent codes in a low-
dimensional manifold of a pretrained generative model.

➢ User-defined textual (makeup) prompts to effectively hide
attack information in the desired makeup style.

➢ A regularizer to preserve the identity-related attributes within
the latent space of the generative model.



Overall Framework
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Qualitative Results
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Evaluation: Face Verification

Protection success rate of black-box impersonation attack under the face verification task. For each 
column, the other three FR systems are used as surrogates to generate the protected faces.



Protection success rate of black-box dodging (top) and impersonation (bottom) attacks under the face 
identification task. For each column, the other three FR systems are used as surrogates to generate the 
protected faces.

Evaluation: Face Identification



Evaluation: Naturalness

FID score to measure naturalness.



Evaluation: Commercial API

Average confidence score (higher is better) returned by a real-world 
face verification API, Face++, for impersonation attack.



Evaluation: Ablation



Thank you!
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